O.B. De Alessi

For today I am a Boy:
Playing Gender identity
It’s incorrect to say I think: one should say I am thought.” I” is another
Arthur Rimbaud1

1. KIDS PLAYING GAY, (GAY) KIDS PLAYING
Children play: they imagine situations, create fictional places and times and, most of all, they reinvent themselves. In play, inner reality emerges as much as it does in dreams. Unaware of such
things as responsibility and morality, it is free to “exist” without having to come to terms with
external reality, perhaps for the first and the last time in a person’s life.
Play can thus be considered as a potential space, other than inner psychological reality and
external reality. D.W. Winnicott, in his book Playing and reality, talks extensively about (…) a
third area, that of play, which expends into creative living and into the whole cultural life of man.
This third area has been contrasted with inner or personal psychic reality and with the actual
world in which the individual lives. (…) I have located this important area of experience in the
potential space between the individual and the environment. Attention is drawn to the fact that
this potential space is a highly variable factor (from individual to individual), whereas the two
other locations – personal or psychic reality and the actual world – are relatively constant, one
being biologically determined and the other being common property.2
My theoretical and practical research looks into the idea just described applied to the notion of
gender identity as a performative act: a cultural artifact rather than a given fact.
Feminist theorists, especially Judith Butler and Simone De Beauvoir, were the first to describe
gender as a performance and to talk about “gender queer”, a concept that, even today, is still not
fully accepted by a phallocentric society based on a binary acknowledgement of gender.
Judith Butler, in Gender Trouble, talks about the reality of gender as opposed to artifice and
play.
The view that gender is performative sought to show that what we take to be an internal essence
of gender is manufactured through a sustained set of acts, posited through the gendered
stylization of the body. In this way, it showed that what we take to be an “internal” feature of
ourselves is one that anticipates and produces through certain bodily acts, at an extreme, a
hallucinatory effect of naturalized gestures.3
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If one thinks that one sees a man dressed as a woman or a woman dressed as a man, then one
takes the first term of each of those perceptions as the “reality” of gender: the gender that is
introduced through appearance. In such perceptions in which an ostensible reality is coupled
with an unreality, we think we know what the reality is, and take the secondary appearance of
gender to be mere artifice, play, falsehood, and illusion. But what is the sense of “gender
reality” that founds this perception in this way? Perhaps we think we know what the anatomy of
the person is (sometimes we do not, and we certainly have not anatomical description). Or we
derive that knowledge from the clothes that the person wears, or how the clothes are worn. 4
When “we are not sure what to think anymore”, the reality of gender, as it is commonly
perceived, is put in crisis: it becomes unclear how to distinguish the real from the unreal. And
this is the occasion in which we come to understand that what we take to be “real” is, in fact, a
changeable and revisable reality.
I used the illusory effect of reality inherent to photography to analyze the stereotype of the
“ideal heterosexual couple”, by putting together a picture of myself taken three years before,
with another picture of myself taken while I was planning this work.

figure 1 - Les Liaisons Dangereuses. Digital photography, 2004 - 2006

Even though it might be quite clear that they are two portraits of the same person (more than one
viewer realized that only when being told), one cannot help but see a “male” and a “female”. The
binary notion of gender stereotypes is strong enough to persuade the viewer that he is actually
looking at two individuals belonging to the opposite sex. The fact that I didn’t enact a “male”
and a “female” on purpose, but rather, I reported a change that had happened in reality, seems to
suggest that there was no performance at all.
I am aware that, by underlining the fact that it all happened “in reality”, I may sound
contradictory with what previously stated about my idea of gender identity being a performative
act.
But I might as well say that, what happened in reality was the “real” performance, ad that I did
nothing but compare the “there and then” with the “here and now”. By changing role in the
game, I forced those around me to consider their own role.
There is a general tendency to think of photography as a method to record what is there, which
is reality. But, we should not forget that, by the time we get to see the photograph we have taken,
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the is has become was, and we are inevitably looking back at the past. Digital photography
reduces enormously the time lapse between the moment when we take the photograph and that in
which we look at the image. But what we see is never the present, anyway: the air has moved
and, perhaps, the light has changed slightly.
Roland Barthes said in “Camera Lucida” ( 1980 ) that a photograph is but a shadow of what
once was there, but is now gone. 5
And if this view of technology might seem irremediably nostalgic, Carol Mavor suggests that it
is possible and useful to hold Barthes’s nostalgia as a useful strategy for coping with change,
loss, or anomie.6
In contemporary art, especially in the Seventies, many an artist have used photography or video
to portray themselves while enacting roles or persona, sometimes their own alter egos, others
well – known figures, whose recognizable characteristics they projected on their own bodies as if
they had been blank screens.
If artists like Cindy Sherman, Luigi Ontani and Yasumasa Morimura, just to name a few, enact
famous, universal characters taken from films, religious icons and paintings, thus allowing the
viewer to identify with familiar, even though, at times, uncannily so, images, others, for instance,
Ürs Luthi, produce self-portraits that operate on a different level: they force the viewer to
“believe” and, yet, at the same time, they are camouflages.
It is interesting how Luigi Ontani describes his act of quoting famous characters, both fictional
and historical, as one done always from memory and, therefore, somehow malleable, or even
incorrect. 7 This might mean that Ontani doesn’t simply imitate characters but, rather, he
elaborates their images into much more personal ones. While Ontani assimilates famous
characters only to regurgitate them as himself (and not himself as them), Luthi is the character,
and does nothing more than portraying himself.
In both cases, however, these artists operate in a field that is neither inner nor external reality.
Only there it is possible to embody both.
Erving Goffman in “The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life” (1959) has explained that
interaction is viewed as a performance, shaped by environment and audience (…) The
performance exists regardless of the mental state of the individual, as persona are often inputted
to the individual in spite of his or her lack of faith in – or even ignorance of – the performance.
In this way, the individual develops identities or persona as a function of interaction with others,
through an exchange of information that allows for more specific definitions of identity and
behavior.8
This idea, if applied to gender identity, is also the fulcrum of the correspondence I have recently
started with performance artist Oreet Ashery. In reply to one of my enquiries, she wrote:
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(…) I also used to invent games with my cousins where I was a boy and they were girls, these
were elaborate practices of script writing and gender roles. But I never wanted to become a man
in real life. (…) I never felt a woman, so why want to become a man? I always felt both, or the
ability to move between various gender states, all performative, none particularly believable to
myself and probably to others.9
The importance of role playing in relation to gender identity is very well shown in Darren Stein
and Adam Shell’s documentary Put the Camera on Me (2003). The directors used footage of
their childhood games, all filmed with Stein father’s video camera, to talk about queerness.
While Stein’s idea of stating his sexual orientation through imagery from his childhood might
seem uninteresting ( as he does nothing but pointing at something we are told anyway during the
documentary – that he is gay), it is fascinating to see these children’s highly complex games, and
the way acting out roles was fundamental for them.
To be queer for them was part of being characters (either made up or taken from films) and, at
the same time, to be such characters was part of being themselves.
As Michael Lawrence pointed out in his paper “Home Videos and Queer Childhood: Put the
Camera On Me”, which was read and discussed by him during the conference “The Queer
Child” held in June 2008 at King’s College, London:
The protagonists of Put the Camera on Me are, at one time, kids playing gay and gay kids
playing.10
Of Lawrence’s comment, I would underline the words “kids” and “playing”: it is, in fact,
because they are kids and because they can play, that they can also be “gay”. There is no footage
of these kids in other (public) situations, for example, at school. What they wanted to express –
be it queerness or freedom or violence – they could do only within the “alter locus ” they created
for themselves: a place alternative to reality, which can easily be seen to link the individual's
relation to inner reality with the same individual's relation to external or shared reality.11
But, is it possible to live in such a place forever?
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figure 2 - Cindy Sherman. Untitled n.2, 1989

figure 4 - Urs Luthi. Self-portrait, 1970

figure 3 – Yasumasa Morimura. Greta Garbo 1996

figure 5 - Luigi Ontani. Meditazione d' après La Tour,1970
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2. THE PORTRAIT OF OSCAR
To become the spectator of one's own life, as Harry says, is to escape the suffering of life.12
I very subtly unveiled my alter ego (or rather, my super ego, as it is never an alternative to my
“real” self, but an idealization of it), Oscar, with Oscar’s box (2008) – an installation in which I
hinted at Oscar’s childhood and adolescence by putting photographs, writing and other objects,
such as fancy dress costumes or toys, in a cardboard box on which I wrote “Oscar”. My aim was
to recreate a fragment of the life of a person existed in reality (I use the past because a cardboard
box may also suggest death). This, of course, works with people that don’t know me. They can
easily associate the child they see in the photographs with the name printed on the box. When
someone that knows what I look like looks at this work, though, an inevitable clash occurs: the
viewer looks at the child in the pictures and recognizes me. But, at the same time, s/he is told
quite clearly that that person portrayed is the owner of the objects in the box and the box is
Oscar’s.

figure 6 - Oscar's Box. mixed media, 2008

The viewer is thus forced to drop, at least temporarily, the notion of myself as a female. But this
is not possible, as s/he knows me, and knows that I am not a male.
What the confused spectator is coming to terms with is a transposition of my inner self into
external reality, something which he accepts only as a “fictional character” existing within the
borders of the art world.
But who is Oscar, and where does he come from?
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I will try to describe him as I would describe the character of a film or a novel: one of the
fundamental characteristics of Oscar is that he is a boy. Not a woman, not a man, but a young
male, a teenager.
This boyishness is necessary to shape various elements of his character: the way he looks, both
childlike and serious, almost always grumpy and bored and, as a consequence, in constant search
for new, exciting, pleasures; his “queer” appearance – that of a person whose sexuality is still
unshaped; the proud, often arrogant attitude coming from Schlegel’s idea that he who does not
scorn can’t appreciate either 13;his fondness of books.
He literally “devours” books, especially because, agreeing with what Marcel Proust says in “On
reading”: what makes books dangerous to eat is they serve as an escape from our own personal
lives14. But Oscar’s personal life is exactly in that place of escapism where books take him. By
trying to escape the real, then, Oscar underlines his stubborn self-affirmation.

figure 7 - Oscar reading in his London house. performance, 2008

Similarly to Jean Des Esseintes, character of Joris Karl Huysmans’s novel “Against
Nature” ( 1864), impressions no longer reach him except through a layer of literary memories (…)
his individuality stems from his willingness to embrace a paradoxical selection of cultural models
(…) and to allow himself to be saturated by them.15
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figure 10 - Portrait of Oscar. Oil on canvas,
2008

figure 11 - John S. Sargent. W.Graham Robertson,1894
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Oscar needs to constantly refer back to models in order to construct his character: he feels not at all
attached to life16; therefore his emotions are visible only if mediated by cultural models.
The adolescent Oscar is incredibly bored. In fact, he makes of boredom a value of experience, a
methodical resource. 17

Detachment from reality, coldness and ineptitude at simple daily tasks 18, make him a humble and
ambitious disciple19 of the institution beyond the laws that Charles Baudelaire called “Dandyism”: a
philosophy of life that teaches to do nothing but cultivate the idea of beauty in their persons, to
satisfy their passions, to feel and to think20.
Oscar bears an air of coldness which comes from unshakeable determination not to be moved; (…)
a latent fire which hints at itself, and which could, but chooses not to burst into flame. 21
The great aristocratic art of doing absolutely nothing, 22 then, becomes an attempt to circumvent the
rationalization and commoditization of modern culture, hoping to transcend the "wearisome round"
of the everyday - the ugliness and vulgarity of his own time and place. 23
The supine position of someone whose body is at rest, but whose eyes, wide open with
sleeplessness, look up towards an infinite space can be representative of the figure of the Dandy.
Talking about Dorian Gray, Baudrillard says that: through this " continued forward flight" in which
desire becomes its own object, Dorian rejects the drive toward specialization, characteristic of
capitalism's division of labor, fashioning himself as an artist-in-life whose art leaves no material
product24 .
Unproductiveness, then, becomes not only an existential, but also a political position, in this terms
similar to the one adopted by Simon O’Sullivan and David Burrows in their project Plastique
Fanstastique, the Manifesto of which, Final communiqué of the guerrilla Plastique Fantastique:
“ On what must be done”, declares:
Do not do anything. Remain exactly where you are. This is the dead-time, the time of the Capital,
the time of entropy. It is not space, but time, that marks the new battleground. You must find new
weapons and new allies.25
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The dandy's protest is neither a simply nostalgic mimicking of the past nor a wish for the reinstating
of what once was, but rather, the hope of establishing a new kind of aristocracy, one based on
spiritual, aesthetic, and intellectual elitism. 26
However, if, on one hand, a still, resting body is a way of turning back on the realities of mass
production, as Des Esseintes did in Against Nature (1864), with his refusal to react to his
surroundings, and as Oskar Matzerath did in Günter Grass’s The Tin Drum (1970) by deciding not
to grow up, on the other hand, Oscar’s restless eyes suggest that, in his mind, he is moving all the
time.
He plays, he reinvents himself; he is the baudelairian armchair traveler, moving spatially and
temporally, a double movement which Baudelaire celebrated in” Invitation au voyage” and “La vie
antérieure”. Baudelaire said that poetry is childhood willfully recovered ( l’enfance retrouvée à
volonté).27 The only skill Oscar has worked hard to improve is that of dreaming. He dreams to
escape routine, never completely losing the wild longing that (his) eyelids might open some
morning upon a world that had been refashioned anew in the darkness for (his) pleasure, a world in
which things would have fresh shapes and colors, and be changed, or have other secrets, a world in
which the past would have little or no place, or survive, in no conscious form of obligation or
regret, the remembrance even of joy having its bitterness, and the memories of pleasure their pain.
And, like Dorian Gray, it (is) the creation of such worlds as these that seem to (Oscar) to be the true
object, or amongst the true objects, of life. 28

figure 13 - Je Est un Autre. Still frames from video, 2006

Similarly to Marcel Proust, who spent most of his life in bed ( and in bed wrote In Search of Lost
Time),Oscar devotes himself to endless wanderings in the dream world, where he can loosen his self
into an archipelago of many beings, acting various roles scripted by the ego in the theater of the
night.29
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Oscar is a character that plays at being characters. He plays at being another who watches him
playing, who watches him idly look for the Self he has lost among a thousand self-portraits.
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